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Abstract
The adoption of business process improvement strateggies is currently a concern of most organizations. The use of
approaches to quality and service improvement and the quest for the benefits of this improvement on resource
optimization enables organizations to achieve business obbjectives. Maintenance management also plays a significant role
in achieving the goal of improving overall efficiency in thhe services of an organization, helping to maintain continuity and
avoiding costly downtime. However, there have beeen few studies about business improvement in maintenance
management. This paper presents a case study about mainntenance management to realize business process improvement in
an airport.
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1. Introduction
Business process improvement (BPI) is a challlenge to organizations trying to continually improve the
quality of their services and to keep up their competitiveness. Organizations in many different areas, aware of
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workflow optimization benefits on time and cost control, have adopted strategies and methodologies for
process improvement. Today we can find a broad range of process improvement approaches, distinct from
each other, either on its principles and techniques, or on the target area on which the improvements are
focused.
Like other organizations, airports also propose to increase organizational performance by process redesign.
In this type of organizations, maintenance management plays an important role in achieving the goal of
improving overall efficiency in the services of an organization. A process-oriented view of maintenance
actions, where collaboration and coordination can effectively becomes a critical factor. The motivation of this
work is to provide appropriated methods to perform business process improvement, in particular with the aid
of Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL).
This case study is based on the corporate implementation of a maintenance management system, which in
the near future will allow a cross-sectional analysis integrated with the core business processes of
maintenance. The Maintenance Management Procedure is an important tool for the whole maintenance
process, because it assists coordinators and managers in decision-making based on indicators previously
studied, analysed, discussed and approved by all agents. In the recent past, all local and corporate
organizational analysis were developed empirically and based on good maintenance practices and solid
knowledge of technicians, where many decisions were based on life cycles and technological analysis of
equipment. With the implementation of a truly corporate maintenance management system, the whole
approach to maintenance has been developed through a repository with the same data structure in all airports,
allowing both upstream and downstream visions of all processes involved as a multidisciplinary area [1].
The contribution of this paper is to present a solution for problems related to maintenance management,
such as: lack of maintenance reports with a local and corporate perspective, lack of improvement actions
(and/or correction) in the existing business processes and inability to obtain a truly corporate vision oriented
to common goals across all business units. The final solution includes de development of an integrated
information system to support maintenance management.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the concepts, standards and indicators for
maintenance management effectiveness. Section 3 introduces the case study based on a computerized
maintenance management system for a corporate perspective in the Organization ANA, SA-Aeroportos de
Portugal. It has subsections related to the development of the maintenance management procedure with
appropriated methods and performance analysis, with a focus on the ITIL’s approach. Section 4 presents our
conclusions.
2. Literature Review
In this section we present the concepts, standards and key performance indicators related to maintenance
management that are essential for defining the system presented in the case study. We conclude the section
with a brief description of ITIL, since this is the selected approach for studying the system.
2.1. General concepts in maintenance
The definition of maintenance is based on the “combination of all technical, administrative and
management activities of the life cycle of an asset, in order to keep it or return it to a state where it can
perform its required function”[2], where the required function is “the function or combination of functions of
an asset considered as necessary to provide a certain service”[2]. In a general overview, there are three major
types of maintenance: preventive, corrective and improvement [3]. In theoretical terms they are defined as:
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